Geography Policy Document
Black Firs School
Introduction
This document is a statement of the aims, principles and strategies for teaching and learning geography at Black
Firs School.
Aims
Geography at Black Firs Primary School centres on
the impact the environment has upon us
the effect we have upon our environment
Strategies for Teaching of Geography
At Black Firs we believe that for good learning to take place, children need to have sufficient knowledge,
understanding and skills of the particular unit being studied. Below are models of the main knowledge,
understanding and skills that take place through
geography at Black Firs.
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The teaching of geography will follow an enquiry
approach. At Black Firs we work with a holistic, creative
approach around a central theme for the term. The
geography taught is closely linked to the main topic to
keep it relevant for the children.
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At Black Firs we are very aware that children need to
‘use & apply’ geographical understanding in everyday
contexts. That we not only concentrate on the knowledge
and skills, detailed in the National Curriculum, but that
children have an opportunity to explore, experience and
understand why geography is important in our lives. To
encourage greater understanding and more creative
communication, we are adopting the Schools creative
process into our geography teaching.

Progression
Progression at KS1 will be maintained through careful planning. The programme of study will gradually
increase the breadth and depth of work undertaken. During KS2 concepts will become more complex as will the
widening range of geographical skills.
KS1 children will gradually;
1.
Broaden and deepen their knowledge and understanding of places and themes.
2.
Be able to recognise and describe what places are like using appropriate geographical vocabulary.
3.
Be expected to offer their own explanations for what they observe.
4.
Become more able to make comparisons between places and geographical features.
In KS2 children will continue their development of the above plus:
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They will describe places with increasing accuracy and coherence. They will offer explanations for the
characteristics of places. They will start to identify physical and human features and describe some of their
effects. Gradually they will become able to apply geographical ideas learnt to other contexts. They will learn to
acquire information from secondary sources as well as from first hand observation to investigate aspects of
local and more distant physical and human environment.
Special Needs
Please refer to School Policy Document on Special Needs.
Equal Opportunities
Please refer to the School Aims and Statement on Equal Opportunities.
Feedback to children
This is referred to in the School Marking Policy.
Assessment
Throughout the year formative assessment is used to guide the progress of individual children. It involves
identifying each child’s progress, determining what they have learned and what therefore should be the next
stage of learning. The aim of the teacher will be to arrive at an all round judgement of the progress a child has
made when writing annual reports. He/she will exercise professional judgement in establishing a best fit from
the level descriptions at the end of each Key Stage.
Record Keeping
Annual report to parents
Comments & targets in Studywork Books & own Teacher’s records
Please refer to the school policy document on Record Keeping.
Reporting
Reporting to parents is done on a termly basis at parent interviews. In addition an annual report is sent home in
July.
Liaison with Secondary School Staff
Discussion takes place between the staff of Congleton High School and Black Firs.
Role of Co-ordinator
The curriculum co-ordinator has a crucial role in planning and monitoring the curriculum. Please refer to our
document detailing the work and responsibilities of all curriculum co-ordinators.
Health and Safety
See Health and Safety policy
Review
The School policy for Geography reflects the consensus of opinion of the whole teaching staff and has the full
agreement of the Governing Body. The policy was approved at the Curriculum & Personnel sub-committee
meeting of the Governing Body February 2006.
All staff will review the policy at the beginning of the School year 2006 and will present any suggested
amendments to the Governors’ for discussion at the next meeting.
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Water: evaporation,
condensation, pollution,
filtering, reservoir,
purification, irrigation,
development.

Years 5 &
6
Years 3 & 4

Local area: hamlet,
village, town, city,
settlement,
environment, north,
south, east, west,
route, distance,
direction, key, symbol

Key Stage
1

Weather:
holiday,
weather,
climate, hot,
cold, dry, wet,
tropical, desert,
Rivers: water
transport.
cycle, rainfall,
source, spring,
river, stream, hill,
slope, erosion,
pollution, mouth,
lake, tributary,
drain, weir,
floodplain,
meander, gorge,
rapids, estuary,
delta, weathering,
transportation,
deposition.

Beyond locality:
travel, passport,
country, weather,
sunshine, holiday,
visit, transport, boat,
aeroplane, train,
coach, coins, clothes.

Local area: address,
near, far, travel, journey,
routes, features,
buildings, church, shop,
leisure, playground,
traffic, survey, busy,
quiet, yellow lines,
pedestrian crossing,
parking.

Knowledg
e

Seaside: island, sea, ocean,
beach, mountain, farm, field,
tractor, fishing, boats, weather,
holiday, human/physical
features.
Beyond locality: continent, country,
settlement, village, city, hills, rivers,
weather, climate, human/physical
features, landscape, road, route,
distance, airport, homes, key, symbol.

Village settlers:
invaders, settlers,
settlements, village,
river, flooding,
features.

Local area:
buildings,
traffic,
environment,
volume,
pedestrian,
diversion,
benefits,
survey, points
of view,
planning,
issues,
decisions

Contrasting locality: location, route,
distance, grid reference, landscape, leisure,
physical/human features, compass,
economic activity.

Key Stage 2

Develop
KS1

Key Stage 1

Communicate
findings:

a) How people effect
the environment

To express views on:
A How the
environment is
changing
B How the
environment can be
improved.

To use geographical
terms in exploring
locality

Skills

To make maps and plans
of imaginary / real places
using maps & symbols.

To undertake
fieldwork activities in
local area.

To follow
directions

Analyse
evidence

Draw conclusions
b) How and why people seek to
manage and sustain environment.
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Conway
Year 3 & 4

Year 5 & 6
Conway

Year 1 & 2
Local area
Reception

Delemere
forest
Woodlands

castle

School
grounds

River study

Understanding

Sea life
centre

lighthouse
Shugborough
farm

Town—
local areas

Mount view

Eaton
church

Shugborough—
laundry / kitchen

Astbury Mere

Manchester
museum

Alderley Edge

Stockport air
raid shelters

Visitors into school
- Africa
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